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University of Minnesota, Morris
Campus Assembly Minutes
February 28, 1983
The meeting was called to order by the provost at 4 p.m.
I.
II.

III.

The provost passed out an amendment from the Civil Service
Associaton relative to membership on the Curriculum Committee.
Gieske raised a question concerning a statement made in a letter
from Vice President Keller to the Provost regarding planning. The
sentence in question is, "For these planning purposes you need not
assume that we are constrained by existing University policies
governing such matters as term of appointment, percent appointment,
civil service rules, or issues of tenure." Gieske stated that this
would be in violation of the tenure code. Blake said that there was
no official reaction to the document at this time and explained that
the Division Chairs group had only received it this afternoon. She
said that it had been discussed at a Deans' Breakfast. The idea was
to have the planning process take place as if there were no
constraints so that they could determine what configuration each
unit would like to have.
The meeting turned to discussion of the By-Laws Revision beginning
with Article II on Adjunct Committees.
Under Article II. Section 1. G, Skjerven said that an amendment had
been distributed by MCSA at the previous meeting requesting that
minutes of all adjunct committees be sent to MCSA. It does receive
most minutes now and feels it appropriate that it continues to do
so.
Ahern proposed amendments under Article II, Section 1 that would
eliminate E & F. He felt that the unnecessary restrictions led to
too much attention to procedural detail by the Campus Assembly. He
pointed out that there are provisions for annual reports which could
accomplish the same purpose. This would mean no automatic review
every two years, but it would still make it easy to recommend
dissolution of a committee. This could be done by the adjunct
committee, parent committee, or Executive Committee and thus would
be much less cumbersome. Kearnes said that Ahern was promoting a
continuation of what has been done in the past. In the revision,
the task force is trying to provide a mechanism to change things.
Gremmels pointed out that Ahern's proposal was really a substitute
motion. Kearnes explained that the reason the task force got into
it in the first place was because of the North Central report
claiming that UMM had too many committees. Reports have indicated
that committees continue to exist even though they have completed
their work. The revision provides a mechanism for dissolution of
these committees. Spring warned that it was a mistake to express
these reviews as serving the function of removing committees. They
should also stimulate them to new things. Farrell thought that some
of the adjunct committees should not be included where they were and
should not have to report to parent committees. Guyotte felt that
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the revision increased the work of the Assembly rather than
decreased it. Kearnes pointed out that there was too much concern
about saving time. The task force has spent almost two years on
this project and the revision plans on change, not permanence. This
takes time. Nothing before has provided for systematic change.
Ahern said that the present constitution does require annual reports
from standing committees. He agreed tht he hasn't seen too many of
them, but hoped that this discussion would encourage the Assembly to
call for these reports.
Provost Imholte moved on to Article II. Section 2. Ahern presented
an amendment to eliminate E. He feels that the "steering" role of
the Executive Committee is essential for effective committee
operation. Spring wondered if the task force felt that by
appointing committees in the spring, chairs could be elected, and
therefore, there would not be a delay in getting committees started.
McGinnis replied that the committee had not discussed this, but saw
no reason why it could not work. Kissock added that if committee
members were to serve for three consecutive years, this would also
enable the committee to get started on time. Ahern stated that
committees are supposed to be named in the spring now, but this does
not happen. There are problems involved in naming students to
committees in the spring. If this could be done, it would eliminate
some of his concerns. Lee wondered if the Executive Committee might
present a committee with a couple of names as possible chairs.
Hinds felt that committees would have a problem in finding someone
who was willing to undertake the position of chair. He thought the
Executive Committee should continue to select chairs as has been
done in the past. B. Kelly thought the real criterion for chairing
a committee was ability, not just time. Hinds felt they were both
important. Peterson suggested moving up the election of the
Executive Committee to get the process started earlier. Gremmels
assumed that the Executive Committee's choice of convenors would
indicate their preference for chairs. Imholte did not agree with
that assumption. Hart looked at the question from the prospective
of a committee member. Under the revision, a person wouldn't have
anyone to whom they could say "no" ahead of time. He felt there had
to be some group with the responsibility for seeing that committees
have chairs and get going in a timely fashion. He thought the
Executive Committee was the logical group. Gremmels said that he
leaned toward the revision. He stated that he did not trust the
Executive Committee to be representative. He felt that if the
committee were elected by secret ballot by everyone, not just those
in attendance at an Assembly meeting, he might feel differently.
Ahern indicated that the Executive Committee is elected by persons
at the Assembly meeting by secret ballot. The Executive Committee
only recommends committee membership to the Assembly, it does not
make appointments. The Assembly can raise challenges to these
recommendations. Hinds indicated that it would ultimtely come down
to trusting the Exeutive Committee.
Under Article rr. Section 2,B, Ahern wondered why the precise
wording of the present constitution (Division Chairs and students)
was replaced with "campus community." Kearnes said the task force
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was simply using broad general language.
or specify.

It didn't mean to exclude

There was no discussion on items C and D under Article II, Section

2.

Discussion moved on to Article II, section 3. A. Guyotte made the
comment that some would view the Faculty Development Committee more
broadly. He wondered why the task force limited the charge of the
committee to instruction. Kearnes replied that it had used
"reources" in a very broad way. It was not meant to be exclusive.
Spring asked if the task force would be adverse to including
research and service as well as instruction under the duties and
responsibilities of this committee. Kearnes indicated it would not.
Ordway mentioned that the Resources and Planning Committee could
adjust any of its mandates, so perhaps there would be no need for an
amendment. Imholte suggested that Spring and Guyotte look into it.
Ahern asked if it was a concern that a committee had only one
adjunct committee, when some {Curriculum Committee) had three or
four. Kearnes answered that it was because most things are in
relation to curriculum.
Ahern was concerned that there was no Library Committee. Ordway
said that one could be established at any time the parent committee
felt a need for it.
Klinger suggested that a better name for the Faculty Development
Committee would be the Instructional Development Committee.
Otherwise, he thought the duties and responsibilities of the
committee should be changed. Imholte suggested that Klinger get
together with Spring and Guyette to discuss it.
Farrell asked where a person would go to address an issue regarding
the library. Spring said the normal procedure would be to go to the
Executive Committee and it could refer the matter to the proper
place.
Under Article II, Section 3, B, 1, there was an amendment from MCSA
suggesting that the co-ed intramural director be added to the
membership of the Athletic Committee. Skjerven stated that this had
been a recommendation from the Athletic Committee. Ordway asked
what relationship this person had to the other directors. Imholte
explained that the intramural program was a three-pronged one and
with the co-ed segment of the program growing as it has, the
directors of the men's and women's programs could not handle it.
Someone else had to take responsibility for the co-ed program, and
thus we have a co-ed director. Uehling raised a question regarding
how many members of the Athletic Committee could vote. Imholte
clarified it by explaining that the two faculty athletic
representatives were ex officio, but with vote.
Skjerven explained that the rationale for the MCSA amendment to

Article II, Section 3, B. 2 {Student Nominations and Elections
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Committee) had been discussed at the last meeting. MCSA's amendment
was to strike that committee, feeling that MCSA was more qualified
to carry out this function. Ordway said that the task force was
following the constitution. She felt that the proposed committee
would be more representative. Skjerven disagreed, stating that
there are 31 members of the MCSA forum. Kearnes stated that MCSA is
not legally obligated to recommend student members of committees.
That responsibility legally rests with the Executive Committee.
Hart commented that although the procedure we have followed in the
past few years has not been legal according to the constitution, he
felt it was the best approach and said he supported the amendment.
Skjerven went on to say that along with the amendment to strike the
Student Nominations and Elections Committee, MCSA was proposing the
addition of a new committee in its place as Article II. Section J,
.lL-2 (Housing and Food Service Committee). Kearnes' reaction was
that it would have been nice to receive this suggestion several
months ago. He felt that the Student Services Committee should at
least be given the chance to handle their charge before any more
adjunct committees are established. Skjerven stated that the
primary concerns of students are in the areas of housing and food
service, and that this concern had been raised earlier. MCSA didn't
feel that the Student Services Committee could handle them. Aronson
agreed with Kearnes. He felt that the proper route to follow for
students who had problems in these areas was to first go to the
directors of the units and then to the Student Services Committee if
necessary. Ahern had a different concern. He thought the proposed
membership assumed that problems in these areas were peripheral to
faculty concern. He did not agree with that assumption. Kissock
reiterated that the new Student Services Committee should deal with
policy relating to housing and food service. If that committee felt
a need to establish a separate entity to deal with those areas, it
would recommend the establishment of an adjunct committee.
Purdy moved to extend the time of adjournment to 6:15. The motion
was seconded. Guyotte wondered how much the Assembly should plan to
get done at this meeting. Purdy hoped that it could cover all the
amendments. Imholte said he hoped to get through the discussion of
the By-Laws. A vote on the motion was taken. The motion was
defeated with 21 in favor, 18 opposed, and 6 abstaining.
Granger wondered why the revision did not include a Student Behavior
Committee as an adjunct committee under the Student Services
Committee. He said we are required by the regents of the University
to have a committee that deals with student behavior problems.
Straw said that that committee would be the Student Services
Committee. It could deal with the situation any way it wanted to,
including the recommendation to establish an adjunct committee.
Uehling was not sure that this would conform to regents' policy.
Granger also questioned the elimination of the Morris Campus Union
Board. He thought that the MCUB performed an important function anr
wondered why it couldn't be an adjunct committee under the St~cent
Services Committee. He didn't feel the Assembly should lose cont~~l
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of programming on campus. Ahern agreed with Granger. He pointed
out that the constitution clearly delegates to the Assembly the
scheduling of programs and he said that he would regret removing
that responsibility from the Assembly. Bekemeier related that MCUB
had functioned badly in the past and really served no purpose.
Imholte stated that programming is funded through student fees, and
therefore, students feel very strongly about it. Gremmels felt that
the Student Services Committee could step in if needed, so there is
some control. Hart wondered if Granger was serving notice that he
would be introducing an amendment. Granger was not sure. Kissock
felt it was a perfect issue for the Student Services Committee to
address when it gets set up.
Imholte distributed an amendment from Burnes on Article II. Section
(Teacher Education Committee).

~

The meeting adjourned at 5:45 p.m. and will resume on Monday, March
7, at 4 p.m. in the Science Auditorium.
Submitted by Pat Tanner

